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CARLOS CLERK REPORT JANUARY 2023 

1) Meters read 1/3/23.  Water bills were done and sent January 6th   Late Fees totaled: $423.25.  
 

2) Megan Burkhammer requested information as to if resident at 225 5th St E had complied with 
letter. I put a request out to Council asking if someone could go by and verify. Donna Eveslage 
responded that she went by; she said it appears to be cleaned up as much as possible in winter 
time. The charge to have the Sheriff serve the letter was $61.78; this was paid by the attorney’s 
office and in turn charged to us. The letter had stated that the resident would be responsible for 
all charges incurred. The PO Box we had been given for this person is not viable; I called him 
on the phone number he gave us in his application, and he answered. He gave me an alternate 
address (his parents). I told him about the bill and he said it was OK to add it to his water bill.  

 

3) When I contacted Douglas County Emergency Manager, Julie Anderson, relaying the message 
from Council regarding what kind of a City Evacuation plan: that we do not have an 
established plan, asking what we should have. Julie responded that this was a countywide 
operations plan; all she really needed were the major roads people would use if they had to 
evacuate. Since we have at least 3 roads leaving town, we are good. 

 

4) I called and checked into the alarm system for the lift station per Jeff’s request. We received a 
quote from OmniBeacon which I printed and is in the Council Miscellaneous File. The charge 
would be $20 (for an item that normally sells for $805) and the wireless fee for one year of 
$152.  

 

5) On Tuesday of this week, mid-morning, all of a sudden I had no internet. I contacted 
Gardonville, they said they had no reports of outages. He was kind enough to walk me through 
all sorts of trouble shooting. Eventually it was concluded that the problem was in the Cisco 
router we have from XS Consulting. I called XS and they did some remote testing and came to 
the same conclusion. Brian, from XS, said they had a spare that they would have to configure 
for our use, and he would bring it by the next morning. Wednesday, after he had installed it, I 
realized the Printer was now not connected to the system. Another call to XS; they were able to 
fix this remotely. They eventually succeeded in installing the security update on all laptops. 
Brian configured Teresa’s laptop for Ashley to use. I gave it to her last night; not sure if it is 
working for her. 

 

6) The Display Sales sent me information on their sale on pole lights that is good through March. 
I emailed that information to all Council so you could look that over. 
 

7) Jared has been working with the company that will be doing the trenching for Charter on 
getting the proper ROW permit completed. 


